Live Events
Content & Enduring Education

Benefits of the EthosCE-CadmiumCD Tech Stack
Revenue Generation | Learner Satisfaction | Staff Productivity

- **Sell education activities and registration in a centralized location**
- **Convert events into enduring content in a few clicks.**
- **Simplify tracking requirements with unified transcripts.**
- **Cater to face-to-face, virtual, and on-demand in one workflow.**

Features Built for Professional Education Experiences

- **Credit Records**
  Transfer historical credit records from CadmiumCD Survey Magnet to EthosCE LMS.

- **Sessions & Presentations**
  Pull session and presentation data from Education Harvester directly into EthosCE.

- **Registration Workflows**
  Sell registration for activities on eventScribe Websites, Posters, and Apps.

- **Participant Information**
  Users of eventScribe can complete assessments, credits, evaluations, and certificates in EthosCE.
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